Home Learning April
Go on a number hunt around
your house.

Sing some nursery rhymes
or songs with a grown-up.

Can you help get ready for
dinner?

Read a favourite story with
a family member.

What numbers can you see?
What are the numbers for?
What do they tell us?

What is your favourite?
Do you know the actions?
Can you clap along in a steady
beat?

How many plates, cups, knives
and forks or spoons will you
need for the family?

Can you tell somebody else in
your family about the story in
your own words?

Look in the cupboard for 3
different sized tins or
packets.

Share a story with an
adult.

Can you go on a colour
treasure hunt around the
house?

Practise using scissors to
cut some pictures out of a
newspaper or catalogue.

Are they heavy or light?
Can you put them in order?
Help with the washing!
Can you help match all the
pairs of socks?
Look for patterns that are
the same or things that are
the same colour.

What was your favourite part
Can you find things that are
of the story?

different colours and sort them
into groups?

Play Kim’s game with a
grown-up.
Put 5/6 small items on the floor
and try and remember them.
Close your eyes and the grownup will remove one. Can you
remember which one is missing?

Play the floating and sinking
game.

What shapes can you see
around your house?

Fill up a basin with water,
collect items from the house
and use the sheet in the
folder.

Can you find circles, squares,
rectangles and triangles?

Make buns, e.g. Rice
Krispies buns, with leftover
Easter eggs.

Maybe you can make a picture
with them.
Play ‘what am I?’ with a
grown-up.
A grown-up will give you some
clues about an animal, e.g. it
has spots/ long neck. Can you
guess what animal it is?

Draw a picture or send a
Can you help sort the
photo of something you have knives, forks and spoons
been doing at home.
into the drawer?
Make sure things of the same
type go together.

